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Imagined AI
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Real AI?

Need help with our 
website? Need information 
about travelling by train?
Just 'Ask Lisa', our new 
virtual assistant.
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Definitions
• Q. What is artificial intelligence? 

• A1. “It is the science and engineering of making intelligent 
machines, especially intelligent computer programs. It is 
related to the similar task of using computers to understand 
human intelligence, but AI does not have to confine itself to 
methods that are biologically observable.”

– John McCarthy, 2007.

• A2. It’s aim is “to build intelligent entities”.

– Russell & Norvig, AIAMA2e
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What is Intelligence?

IQ

Rationality

Logic

Creativity

Knowledge

Cleverness

Sharpness

Common Sense

Insight

Wisdom

Foresight

Language

Social Ability
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What is Intelligence?
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A Typology

… think like us … think rationally

… act like us … act rationally

Intelligent systems…

Biological Logical
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Think like us…

…think like us:
• 1960s cognitive revolution
• computationalism
• thought = information processing
• cognitive neurosci. and psych.
• AI systems shed light on our psychology

…think 
rationally

…act like us …act 
rationally

Intelligent systems…

Biological Logical
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Act like us…

…think like us …think 
rationally

…act like us
• Prior to a mature psychological theory?
• Does a machine think = does it behave

intelligently
• How to test for intelligent behavior?
• Turing Test: we know it when we see it
• Requires: knowledge, language, 

learning, but also mistakes, pauses, etc.

…act 
rationally

Intelligent systems…

Biological Logical
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Think rationally…

…think 
like us

…think rationally
• Aristotle: “laws of thought”
• Inference, Argument, Logic
• Notation and Derivation came early
• Automation/Mechanisation came later
• Problems of identifying relevance
• Problems of interfacing with real world

…act 
like us …act rationally

Intelligent systems…

Biological Logical
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Act rationally…

…think 
like us …think rationally

…act 
like us

…act rationally
• Rational action = “doing the right thing”
• = that which is expected to maximise 

reward or goal achievement, given 
available information

• Not necessarily driven by logic or 
deliberation

Intelligent systems…

Biological Logical
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State of the Art

– Deep Blue

– AlphaGo

– Boston Dynamics

– Waymo

– Medical Diagnosis

– DART

– PROVERB

•Wikipedia Entry: AI



DeepIndex: 357 Examples
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Keeping track of what AI can do, and where it is being applied.
Read on for 357 examples of AI in action.
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Pre-History: Tributaries of AI
• Philosophy Logic, methods of reasoning, phil. of mind, 

learning, language, rationality

• Mathematics Formal notation & proof, algorithms,
computation, undecidability, intractability

• Neuroscience Physical substrate for mental activity

• Psychology Perception, motor control, experimentation

• Engineering Building (fast) computing devices

• Control Theory Feedback, homeostasis, stability, optimality 

• Linguistics Knowledge representation, grammar

• Economics Utility, decision theory
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Turing and Bletchley Park
• During WWII, Alan Turing worked 

on code-breaking at Bletchley Park.

• Used heuristic search to translate 
Nazi messages in real time

• With others, e.g., Jack Good and 
Don Michie, he speculated on 
machine intelligence, learning…

• Much of this remained secret until after the war.

• The military has retained a strong interest in AI ever since…
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After WWII
• 1943: McCulloch & Pitts model                                                     

of artificial boolean neurons.

• First steps toward connectionist                                    
computation and learning

• 1951: Marvin Minsky builds the                                                
first neural network computer

• 1950: Turing’s “Computing Machinery                                   
and Intelligence” is published.

– First complete vision of AI.

Marvin Minsky         
(1927- )

Warren 
McCulloch 
(1899-1969
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The Birth of AI (1956)
The Dartmouth Workshop brings together 10 top minds on 
automata theory, neural nets and the study of intelligence.

• Conjecture: “every aspect of learning or any other feature 
of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described 
that a machine can be made to simulate it”

• Ray Solomonoff, Oliver Selfridge, Trenchard More, Arthur 
Samuel, John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, etc.

• Allen Newell and Herb Simon’s Logic Theorist

• For the next 20 years the field was dominated by these 
participants.
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Great Expectations (1952-1969)
• Newell & Simon imitated human problem-solving

– General Problem Solver.

• Arthur Samuel (1952-)

– Had success with checkers.

• John McCarthy (1958-) invented Lisp (2nd high-level lang.)

– Advice Taker

• Marvin Minsky introduced “microworlds”

– “Society of Mind”
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AI Winter

• Collapse in AI research (1966 - 1973)

– Progress was slower than expected.

• Unrealistic predictions.

– Some systems lacked scalability.

• Combinatorial explosion in search.

– Fundamental limitations on techniques                           
and representations.

• Minsky and Papert (1969) Perceptrons.

Seymour Papert 
(1928- )
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AI Revival (1969-1970s)
• Exploiting encoded domain knowledge

– DENDRAL (Buchanan et al. 1969)
• First successful knowledge intensive system.

– MYCIN diagnosed blood infections (Feigenbaum et al.)
• Introduction of uncertainty in reasoning.

• Increase in knowledge representation research.

– Logic, frames, scripts, semantic nets, etc., …
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Connectionist Revival (1986- )
• Parallel distributed processing (Rumelhart & McClelland ‘86)

• Multi-level perceptrons and backpropagation learning

• Language, reasoning, perception, control + a little mystery

• Robust behaviour, graceful degradation

• No representations?  Sub-symbolic AI…

• 90s: Elman pioneers layered recurrent nets

• 90s: Fully recurrent networks and robot control (e.g., Beer)

• Ultimately… “neural” networks as data-mining, statistics…
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Nouvelle AI (1988- )
• Rodney Brooks and other roboticists challenge the 

formalist, “representational” orthodoxy

– Elephant don’t play chess, Brooks

– Why not the whole iguana?, Dennett

– Nevermind the blocksworld, Cliff

• Situated, Embedded, Embodied cognition

• Inspired by simple insects, rather than chess and logic

• Anti-representationalist, anti-reasoning, anti-generality

• Evolutionary robotics, artificial life, “the new cybernetics”
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Intelligent Agents (1995- )
• Combined whole organism perspective with a rational 

utility-maximising framework borrowed from economics. 

• A response to nouvelle AI?

• An empty label?

• A hybrid?  A bolt-hole for formalists?  A revolution?

– “How does an agent act/behave embedded in real 
environments with continuous sensory inputs”
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Data, Data, Everywhere (2000- )
• Massive amounts of raw power and raw data fuel advances 

in machine learning:

– Eigenfaces

– Corpus linguistics

– Kernel methods

– Computational learning theories

• Offline vs. Online AI?

• Pattern Recognition in a Bucket?



Machine Learning
• So far we have assumed we know how the world works

– Rules of queens puzzle
– Rules of chess
– Knowledge base of logical facts
– Actions’ preconditions and effects
– Probabilities in Bayesian networks

• At that point “just” need to solve/optimize

• In the real world this information is often not 
immediately available

• AI needs to be able to learn from experience



Different kinds of learning…

• Supervised learning:

– Someone gives us examples and the right answer for those 
examples

– We have to predict the right answer for unseen examples

• Unsupervised learning:

– We see examples but get no feedback
– We need to find patterns in the data

• Reinforcement learning:

– We take actions and get rewards
– Have to learn how to get high rewards



Inductive Reasoning

• Learning in humans consists of (at least):

– memorisation, comprehension, learning from examples

• Learning from examples

– Square numbers: 1, 4, 9 ,16
– 1 = 1 * 1;   4 = 2 * 2;   9 = 3 * 3;   16 = 4 * 4;
– What is next in the series?
– We can learn this by example quite easily

• Machine learning is largely dominated by

– Learning from examples

• Inductive reasoning



Machine Learning Tasks

• Categorisation

– Learn why certain objects are categorised a certain way
– E.g, why are dogs, cats and humans mammals, but 

trout, mackeral and tuna are fish?

• Learn attributes of members of each category from background 
information, in this case: skin covering, eggs, homeothermic,…

• Prediction

– Learn how to predict how to categorise unseen objects
– E.g., given examples of financial stocks and a 

categorisation of them into safe and unsafe stocks

• Learn how to predict whether a new stock will be safe



Potential for Machine Learning

• Agents can learn these from examples:

– which chemicals are toxic (biochemistry)
– which patients have a disease (medicine)
– which substructures proteins have  (bioinformatics)
– what the grammar of a language is (natural language)
– which stocks and shares are about to drop (finance)
– which vehicles are tanks (military)
– which style a composition belongs to (music)



Performing Machine Learning
• Specify your problem as a learning task

• Choose the representation scheme

• Choose the learning method

• Apply the learning method

• Assess the results and the method



Constituents of Learning Problems
1. The example set

2. The background concepts

3. The background axioms

4. The errors in the data



Problem constituents:
1. The Example Set

• Learning from examples

– Express as a concept learning problem
– Whereby the concept solves the categorisation problem

• Usually need to supply pairs (E, C)

– Where E is an example, C is a category 
– Positives: (E,C) where C is the correct category for E
– Negatives: (E,C) where C is an incorrect category for E

• Questions about examples:

– How many does the technique need to perform the task?
– Do we need both positive and negative examples?



Classification and Regression
• Red or blue? Mammal or reptile? Cat 

or dog? Good investment or not?
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• Predicted rates of return?

https://medium.com/machine-learning-for-humans


